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Nature’s Beauty Triple Time

Stamps: Nature’s Beauty, Itty Bitty Birthdays, Here’s A Card Ink: Cinnamon Cider, Crumb Cake,
Early Espresso Cardstock: Cinnamon Cider, Very Vanilla, In Good Taste Designer Accessories:
Stampin’ Seal, Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals, Medium Very Vanilla Envelopes, 2020-2022 In Color
Enamel Dots, Sponge Daubers, Cinnamon Cider ¼” Ribbon, Classic Label Punch, Take Your Pick
Measurements:
Cinnamon Cider card base: 5 ½” x 8 /12”, scored and folded at 4 ¼”
Cinnamon Cider Triple Time mat layers: 2 ¼” x 3 ½” and 3 ¼” x 4 ½”
Very Vanilla or In Good Taste Triple Time layers (to stamp on) : 2” x 3 ¼”, 3” x 4 ¼”, 4” x 5 ¼”
Very Vanilla inside layer: 3 ½” x 4 ¾” Ribbon: about 10”
Very Vanilla or designer paper greeting strip: ½” x 2 ¼” Cinnamon Cider to accent greeting:
scrap

Stamping tips:
Adhere the three layers to stamp on (vanilla or designer paper) to each other with a tiny bit of
adhesive. Stamp the deer on the top layer with stamped-off Cinnamon Cider ink.
Stamp the other images with Crumb Cake, with the exception of the fox, which is also stamped with
stamped-off Cinnamon Cider. Gently remove the layers from each other, then adhere to the
cooresponding Cinnamond Cider mat ayers. You may want to sponge the edges of the layers before
adhereing to the mat layers.

If you are adding the ribbon you will want to tie it around the top layers before adhereing them to the
card with a dimensional in each corner. Add Cinnamon Cider Enamel Dots using the Take Your Pick
tool. Stamp the inside vanilla layer as desired.

For the second card, only stamp the deer on the top layer of designer paper with stamped-off
Cinnamon Cider ink. Layer the designer paper layers to the mat layers as before, using dimensionals
under the top stamped layers. Stamp greeting with Early Espresso ink on the ½” x 2 ¼” vanilla strip.
Punch a scrap of Cinnamon Cider with the Classic Label Punch. Cut in half and adhere each section
to the ends of the greeting strip. Adhere to the card with dimensionals.

Stamp the inside layer as desired.

For card #3, layer the designer triple time stamping layers together with bits of adhesive, then stamp
the images as instructed for the first card. Adhere all the layers together, omitting the dimensionals
under the top focal image layers.

Stamp the greeting on the ½” x 2 ¼’ strip of designer paper with Early Espresso ink. Punch the
Cinnamon Cider Classic Label to cut in half and add the tips to the ends of the greeting label. Adhere
to the card with dimensionals.
Stamp the inside vanilla layer as desired.

Stamp front and flap of envelope to match card.

